Introduction
One of the requirements for a better understanding of stratospheric chemistry is a better data base of stratospheric trace gas measurements. In particular simultaneous measurements of reactive species in the same air mass, which would provide good tests of current models, are almost non -existant. We have built a tunable diode laser absorption spectrometer (TDLAS) capable of making truly simultaneous concentration measurements of more than one species from a balloon platform.
At present it is configured to measure NO and NO2 although it can be upgraded to measure the concentrations of 4 species simultaneously.
The tunable diode laser absorption spectrometer
The technique of tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy for trace gas detection uses a tunable diode laser as an infrared light source and measures the amount of radiation absorbed by the molecule under study. 1, 2, 3 For the low trace gas concentrations found in the stratosphere the radiation absorbed is directly proportional to concentration.
To obtain the required sensitivity for most small molecules in the stratosphere it is necessary to be able to measure absorptions of about 3 x 10 -7 per meter of path length.
We have chosen to use a White cell to generate an optical path length of 40 -50 meters which requires the instrument to be capable of measuring absorptions down to 10 -5. This is achieved by frequency modulating the laser at frequency f and detecting the signal at 2f. 1, 2, 3 This particular instrument has a number of features not always present in other TDLAS's partly due to the constraints imposed by the use of a balloon and partly as an attempt to improve performance.
The laser beams are combined together optically to traverse the same air sample within a single White cell to ensure truly simultaneous measurements. Presently the instrument is set up to measure two species, NO and NO2, but the optical system can accomodate two additional beams. The combined beams are split to give a dual beam spectrometer where one beam passes through cells containing high concentrations of the target gases. This permanent unambiguous signal acts as a wavelength calibration and ensures detection specificity. All reflective optical elements have been used throughout as they allow the optical system to be aligned in the visible and are less likely to give unwanted scattering. Finally the lasers are cooled with liquid cryogen as closed cycle coolers are too heavy and require too much power for a balloon instrument.
The instrument will now be discussed in detail.
a) The lasers and the optical system. The lasers (one per trace gas) are mounted in individual 1 litre liquid helium grade dewars and cooled with liquid neon (Bpt 27 K). The temperature of the laser is controlled by its own current and a servo controlled heater referenced to a silicon temperature sensing diode.
The laser and its heater assembly are mechanically connected to the cold plate of the dewar through a thermal resistance selected to allow good temperature control (± 0.1 mK) with low input power. We estimate that the heat transfer through this route is less than 1 Watt and parasitic heat loads of slightly less than this gives a typical run time of 15 -18 hours.
The pressure in the dewar is held at 18 psia by a pressure relief valve to prevent excessive boiling of the cryogen at the lower pressures encountered in the flight.
The optical layout is shown in Figure 1 . The radiation from each laser is collected by 1" diameter f/2 off axis parabolas and collimated. The two 1" beams then strike the primary of a telescope. The telescope focusses the parallel beams as required by the White cell and also combines the beams together. As the incoming beams are both parallel to the telescope axis they will both be focussed to the telescope focus and the foci for the two beams will remain coincident throughout the remainder of the optical system.
Only two quadrants of the telescope primary are used so the instrument can be upgraded to allow inclusion of an additional two beams.
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ZnSe beam splitter. The reflected beam is directed under the optical bench into a 1 meter base path White cell such that the focus is at the field mirror.
Inside the cell the beam traverses 48 meters before exiting after which it is focussed onto a single 1 mm x 1 mm mercury cadmium telluride detector. The transmitted beam is directed through cells containing high concentrations of the target gases to a single marker channel detector at the telescope focus.
The optical system is aligned in the visible by replacing a dewar by a mount containing a beam expanded helium neon laser focussed f/2 to imitate the diode laser.
Once this is accomplished the diode laser dewar assembly is returned and the dewar position adjusted to give the maximum power at the telescope focus. b) Laser control and signal processing electronics. The instrument is controlled by the master controller which connects directly to the balloon command interface pack (CIP). An electronic block diagram is shown in Figure 2 .
The current driving each laser has four components. The modulation for the FM detection and an asynchronous modulation to reduce the effect of interference fringes on the output are generated by oscillators and continuously fed to the current control where it is added to the D.C. bias which determines the base laser current and therefore the initial laser wavelength. Each laser has a different primary modulation frequency so that the contribution of each laser to the detector output can be identified. Finally a ramp is used to scan the laser across the wavelength region of interest.
Only the ramp is not permanently applied to the laser. On receiving a trigger pulse from the master timer the current resets to the bias value, waits one second to allow a "start of scan" pulse to be fed onto the signal and marker output lines and then the ramp is applied. The ramp period is 30 secs after which time it resets and awaits another trigger pulse. When run off the internal timers the trigger pulses are 32 seconds apart so there is approximately 1 second of dead time at the end of each scan.
The amplitude of all components can be changed on the ground and in flight.
The signals from each detector are preamplified by a wide band amplifier and the result presented to two lock -in amplifiers each referenced to double the primary modulation frequency of one of the lasers.
As the lasers are modulated at different frequencies the synchronous detection of each lock -in amplifier completely rejects the signal from the second laser so that the output signal is due to absorption of radiation from a single laser. ZnSe beam splitter. The reflected beam is directed under the optical bench into a 1 meter base path White cell such that the focus is at the field mirror. Inside the cell the beam traverses 48 meters before exiting after which it is focussed onto a single 1 mm x 1 mm mercury cadmium telluride detector. The transmitted beam is directed through cells containing high concentrations of the target gases to a single marker channel detector at the telescope focus.
The optical system is aligned in the visible by replacing a dewar by a mount containing a beam expanded helium neon laser focussed f/2 to imitate the diode laser. Once this is accomplished the diode laser dewar assembly is returned and the dewar position adjusted to give the maximum power at the telescope focus. b) Laser control and signal processing electronics. The instrument is controlled by the master controller which connects directly to the balloon command interface pack (CIP). An electronic block diagram is shown in Figure 2 .
Only the ramp is not permanently applied to the laser. On receiving a trigger pulse from the master timer the current resets to the bias value, waits one second to allow a "start of scan" pulse to be fed onto the signal and marker output lines and then the ramp is applied. The ramp period is 30 sees after which time it resets and awaits another trigger pulse. When run off the internal timers the trigger pulses are 32 seconds apart so there is approximately 1 second of dead time at the end of each scan. The amplitude of all components can be changed on the ground and in flight.
The signals from each detector are preamplified by a wide band amplifier and the result presented to two lock-in amplifiers each referenced to double the primary modulation frequency of one of the lasers. As the lasers are modulated at different frequencies the synchronous detection of each lock-in amplifier completely rejects the signal from the second laser so that the output signal is due to absorption of radiation from a single laser. For the marker channels the outputs are scaled to make them compatable with the CIP digitiser, limited to prevent overload and fed to the CIP. The signal channel outputs are amplified by three separate amplifiers to give three output ranges whose relative gains can be set on the to the ground acceptable materials will depend on the gases being measured the present system for NO and NO2 is described.
The air flow is driven by a centrifugal fan which draws ambient air into the instrument via a 4 ft. long, 1" diameter heated glass inlet tube.
The air enters the glass lined stainless steel White cell through a centrally located port and exits from two symetrically located ports at the ends of the cell diametrically opposite to the inlet port. The two flows are recombined and all the air passes two flowmeters, two pressure transducers (0 -250 Torr and 0 -50 Torr) and a flow control valve before passing through the fan to be exhausted on the opposite side of the gondola to the inlet.
The flow rate is such that the residence time in the inlet tube and White cell is less than 3 seconds.
The calibration of signal against mixing ratio is accomplished by adding a known mixing ratio of each gas to the upstream end of the inlet tube.
Using approximately ambient mixing ratios ensures that any losses in the sampling system are the same for both the calibration and sample gas and the signal is thus compensated for any such losses. A measured flow of between 10 and 50 sccm (standard cm3 per minute) from a calibrated NO /N2 mixture cylinder of between 4 and 10 ppmv, is continuously vented to the instrument exhaust via a 3 way magnetic latching valve. For NO calibration this valve is "opened" to direct the NO /N2 flow into the inlet tube. A measured flow of 10 sccm of nitrogen is passed over a thermostated NO2 permeation tube to produce an NO2 /N2 mixture of 2 -10 ppmv and is then handled identically to the NO /N2 mixture.
These measured flows, the mixture concentrations and the total air flow give the concentration of the added gas.
The calibration and measure cycles of the instrument are usually run off the trigger pulse supplied to the ramp by the master timer. The calibration system logic counts the trigger pulses and on reaching a preset value the valves are opened or closed within the 1 second delay at the beginning of a scan. Since the residence time is in the order of a few seconds the signal measurement on the next trace will be taken at close to stable flow conditions.
Laboratory tests have shown the calibration signal stabilises in at most one scan time (32 -33 sec) although we calibrate for a minimum of 4 scans in flight.
The instrument is designed to run completely off its own timers but there is complete overriding control capability from the ground using only the single switch closure type commands.
The entire instrument can be powered up or down and the lasers, the heaters or the fan can be powered on or off independently. The trigger pulse to one laser can be disabled and the ramp activated independently of the master timer.
The valve timer can also be overridden and the valves activated directly so calibrations can be carried out at any time. The flow of the NO /N2 calibration gas can be varied to give three different NO concentrations in the White cell.
The DC starting current to the laser can be incremented as can the direction and magnitude of the current ramp. The magnitudes of both modulations can be varied up or down as can the laser temperature set point.
Instrument configuration and performance
The optical bench, the sampling calibration and flow control systems and some electronics are enclosed in an insulated thermostatically controlled box at 25 °C.
The remaining electronics is uninsulated and is mounted on the gondola to allow radiative cooling.
The instrument is powered by lithium batteries and the entire payload including the gondola, batteries and a CIP pack weighs approximately 1200 lb.
A typical output of the instrument obtained in the laboratory is shown in Figure 4 . The upper trace is one of the NO signal channels and the lower trace the NO marker channel. This data is taken on synthetic air doped with varying amounts of NO. The signal trace also shows the background when there is no NO present.
It is the ability to see the signal due to NO above this background that sets the detection limit of the instrument.
If we define the minimum detectable concentration (MDC) of the instrument as the concentration at which the peak to peak signal to peak to peak noise ratio is unity then this data shows the instrument's MDC to be about 1 or 2 ppbv if we do not consider the sloping background as noise.
The signal will be visible at the MDC because the noise is structured but whether a measurement can be made depends on the reproducibility of the noise.
The limiting detector noise is more than an order of magnitude less than the structured noise so the MDC can be substantially improved if this noise can be reduced.
This would require the scattering to be controlled or improving the data handling to allow background subtraction.
The NO2 side of the instrument gives similar results to the NO side.
The sampling, calibration and flow control systems have been extensively tested. For 148 acceptable materials will depend on the gases being measured the present system for NO and N02 is described. The air flow is driven by a centrifugal fan which draws ambient air into the instrument via a 4 ft. long, 1" diameter heated glass inlet tube. The air enters the glass lined stainless steel White cell through a centrally located port and exits from two symetrically located ports at the ends of the cell diametrically opposite to the inlet port. The two flows are recombined and all the air passes two flowmeters, two pressure transducers (0 -250 Torr and 0-50 Torr) and a flow control valve before passing through the fan to be exhausted on the opposite side of the gondola to the inlet. The flow rate is such that the residence time in the inlet tube and White cell is less than 3 seconds.
The calibration of signal against mixing ratio is accomplished by adding a known mixing ratio of each gas to the upstream end of the inlet tube. Using approximately ambient mixing ratios ensures that any losses in the sampling system are the same for both the calibration and sample gas and the signal is thus compensated for any such losses. A measured flow of between 10 and 50 seem (standard cm 3 per minute) from a calibrated NO/N2 mixture cylinder of between 4 and 10 ppmv, is continuously vented to the instrument exhaust via a 3 way magnetic latching valve. For NO calibration this valve is "opened" to direct the NO/N2 flow into the inlet tube. A measured flow of 10 seem of nitrogen is passed over a thermostated N02 permeation tube to produce an NO2/N 2 mixture of 2 -10 ppmv and is then handled identically to the NO/N2 mixture. These measured flows, the mixture concentrations and the total air flow give the concentration of the added gas.
The calibration and measure cycles of the instrument are usually run off the trigger pulse supplied to the ramp by the master timer. The calibration system logic counts the trigger pulses and on reaching a preset value the valves are opened or closed within the 1 second delay at the beginning of a scan. Since the residence time is in the order of a few seconds the signal measurement on the next trace will be taken at close to stable flow conditions. Laboratory tests have shown the calibration signal stabilises in at most one scan time (32-33 sec) although we calibrate for a minimum of 4 scans in flight.
The instrument is designed to run completely off its own timers but there is complete overriding control capability from the ground using only the single switch closure type commands. The entire instrument can be powered up or down and the lasers, the heaters or the fan can be powered on or off independently. The trigger pulse to one laser can be disabled and the ramp activated independently of the master timer. The valve timer can also be overridden and the valves activated directly so calibrations can be carried out at any time. The flow of the NO/N2 calibration gas can be varied to give three different NO concentrations in the White cell. The DC starting current to the laser can be incremented as can the direction and magnitude of the current ramp. The magnitudes of both modulations can be varied up or down as can the laser temperature set point.
The optical bench, the sampling calibration and flow control systems and some electronics are enclosed in an insulated thermostatically controlled box at 25°C. The remaining electronics is uninsulated and is mounted on the gondola to allow radiative cooling.
The instrument is powered by lithium batteries and the entire payload including the gondola, batteries and a CIP pack weighs approximately 1200 Ib.
A typical output of the instrument obtained in the laboratory is shown in Figure 4 . The upper trace is one of the NO signal channels and the lower trace the NO marker channel. The line under study is either the R(4.5 or 5.5) resolved doublet at 1893.863/.874 or 1896.984/ .995 cm"" 1 . This data is taken on synthetic air doped with varying amounts of NO. The signal trace also shows the background when there is no NO present. It is the ability to see the signal due to NO above this background that sets the detection limit of the instrument.
If we define the minimum detectable concentration (MDC) of the instrument as the concentration at which the peak to peak signal to peak to peak noise ratio is unity then this data shows the instrument's MDC to be about 1 or 2 ppbv if we do not consider the sloping background as noise. The signal will be visible at the MDC because the noise is structured but whether a measurement can be made depends on the reproducibility of the noise.
The limiting detector noise is more than an order of magnitude less than the structured noise so the MDC can be substantially improved if this noise can be reduced. This would require the scattering to be controlled or improving the data handling to allow background subtraction.
The N02 side of the instrument gives similar results to the NO side. However an excessively high loss of liquid neon, the long delivery time for replacement cryogen and an apparently early turnaround prevented a fall launch. The instrument is presently in Gimli and will be flown at least once and probably twice in the summer of 1983.
After the flights have confirmed the instrument's basic performance a number of improvements could be made.
As indicated above it should be possible to improve the MDC substantially either by eliminating the scattering centers or by post flight data manipulation. It is planned to modify the signal outputs to give digital data to make such manipulation easier and to allow on board data recording.
The instrument could be modified to measure other species such as CO, HC1, SO2, NH3, N20 or HNO3 or it could be upgraded to measure three or four species simultaneously. 
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Future plans for the instrument
The instrument was transported to the National Research Council (Canada) balloon launch facility in Gimli, Manitoba in August 19'82. It was reassembled, made operable and largely integrated with the CIP. However an excessively high loss of liquid neon, the long delivery time for replacement cryogen and an apparently early turnaround prevented a fall launch. The instrument is presently in Gimli and will be flown at least once and probably twice in the summer of 1983.
After the flights have confirmed the instrument's basic performance a number of improvements could be made. As indicated above it should be possible to improve the MDC substantially either by eliminating the scattering centers or by post flight data manipulation. It is planned to modify the signal outputs to give digital data to make such manipulation easier and to allow on board data recording. The instrument could be modified to measure other species such as CO, HC1, S0 2 , NH3, N~0 or HNO3 or it could be upgraded to measure three or four species simultaneously.
